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One handle, many tool attachments

All GARDENA combisystem tools are backed by a 25 year warranty.

GARDENA combisystem range is a clever interchangable garden
system that reduces the amount of tools required for various
gardening applications.

combisystem operates with a universal handle to which different
tool heads can be attached.

The handles are designed to work efficiently and comfortably and
guarantees a perfect wobble free connection with a tight fit.
Wooden handles meet all FSC® standards. Only wood from exemplary 
managed forests are used for GARDENA handles.
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Tips and tricks

One handle, various attachment options

Premium Quality Guaranteed

Clever interchangable system reduces
amount of gardening tools required.

GARDENA combisystem range of tools are designed for
every possible gardening task. High quality plastic and steel
attachments (steel tools are coated with duroplast to protect
from corrosion). combisystem tools can be stored in a space
saving aluminium tool rack that can be wall mounted for
easy access.

Gardeners frequently complain of back pain, but it can easily be avoided with the right equipment and
the correct posture. Ensuring the handle of your tools is a sufficient length enables you to work in an
upright position. When performing tasks that involve reaching up high, a telescopic handle can make
your task easier.



combisystem Handles

combisystem Tool Rack

One handle for various attachments: a wide range of applications for
all year round.

• Handle and tool are guaranteed to fit tightly together
• Easy to fit tools using soft plastic screws
• Environmental protection : Wooden handles meet all FSC® standards

Guaranteed tight fit and
wobble free connection

Over 50 combinable systems

Work in upright position which is
easy on the back

combisystem tool rack

combisystem Hand Tools
The combisystem hand tool range is ideal for various outdoor tasks and consists of the following attachments:

The benefit of the GARDENA combisystem is that the handle can be easily attached
to +/- 30 different tools. The screw cap connection guarantees a wobble-free
connection and secure tight fit while working.

Did you know

The recommended storage solution for the combisystem
range is the combisystem Tool Rack (3501-20).

The aluminium Tool Rack with fibre-glass reinforced plastic holders
can store various tools on the galvanised steel hangers.
Non-slip sleeves secure handles that have a diameter of 18 to 40 mm.

This space saving Rack can be used for versatile home accessories
(e.g. brooms, mops, rakes, hoes, etc).

Each holder has a total weight capacity of 10 kg. The complete
Tool Rack has a total weight capacity of up to 60 kg.
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Hand Trowel (8929-20)

Hand Rake (8919-20)

Hand Weeder (8923-20)

Hand Grubber (8921-20)

Flower Rake (8925-20)

Patio Weeder (8927-20)

Hand Hoe (8915-20)

Telescopic Handle (3721-20)

210cm - 390cm

150cm

W
ooden Handle 150cm

 (3725-20)

130cm

W
ooden Handle 130cm

 (3723-20)

90cm

Extension Handle For Hand Tools (8900-20)



combisystem
Gardening Tools

Rakes

Hoe, Grubber & Soil Cultivator

Pruning
Lawn Care

The combisystem range consists of the following attachments that are perfect for general garden
maintenance from raking, soil cultivation and pruning. Simply choose one handle that fits these
various attachments - perfect as a storage saving solution.

Rake Spring
(3100-20)

Cultivator
(3135-20)

Branch Pruner
(297-20)

Bow Saw
(691-20)

Saw 300PP
(8737-20)

Saw 315PP
(8738-20)

Hoe
(3113-20)

Draw Hoe
(3193-20)

Garden Hoe
(3219-20)

Fertiliser Spreader
(420-20)

Grubber
(3135-20)

Adjustable Rake
Plastic (3099-20)

Adjustable Rake
Steel (3103-20)

Lawn Rake
(3101-20)

Rake
(3177-20)



Cleaning Range
As part of the combisystem offering, the following products are
designed for cleaning around the garden and home.

Easy way to pick up windfalls and fruit of various sizes
without bending or stretching.

It is not uncommon for people to suffer serious falls from their ladder when they attempt to clean
their gutters. A much safer and more convenient option is to remove the dirt using the combisystem
gutter cleaner with a telescopic handle connection – while keeping your feet safely on the ground.

Tips and tricks
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Fruit collecting solution

Broom
(3621-20)

Terrace Broom
(3609-20)

Squeegee
(3642-20)

Gutter Cleaner
(3651-20)

Angle Broom
(3634-20)

Fruit Picker
(3115-20)

Fruit Collector
(3108-20)



service@gardena.co.za

+27 10 015 5750

www.gardena.com

Gardena

GARDENA - your advantages

1. Quality
GARDENA products are known for their extremely high quality and
reliability. The entire production chain is subject to stringent quality
guidelines.

2. Innovation/Technology
GARDENA develops products that render garden work as easy and
efficient as possible. That’s why continuous innovation and product
development is undertaken using the latest technology.

3. Ergonomics/Comfort
GARDENA places high value on the ergonomics of their products.
Products are designed for user comfort and makes garden work easier.

4. Service
Should you have any questions / queries relating to GARDENA products,
please send your email to service@gardena.co.za and we will respond
to your inquiry.


